
Foreword

Lars Ahlfors often spoke of his excitement as a young student listening to Rolf
Nevanlinna’s lectures on the new theory of meromorphic functions. It was, as he
writes in his collected papers, his “first exposure to live mathematics.” In his
enormously influential research papers and in his equally influential books, Ahlfors
shared with the reader, both professional and student, that excitement.

The present volume derives from lectures given at Harvard over many years,
and the topics would now be considered quite classical. At the time the book was
published, in 1973, most of the results were already decades old. Nevertheless, the
mathematics feels very much alive and still exciting, for one hears clearly the voice
of a master speaking with deep understanding of the importance of the ideas that
make up the course.

Moreover, several of those ideas originated with or were cultivated by the au-
thor. The opening chapter on Schwarz’s lemma contains Ahlfors’ celebrated discov-
ery, from 1938, of the connection between that very classical result and conformal
metrics of negative curvature. The theme of using conformal metrics in connection
with conformal mapping is elucidated in the longest chapter of the book, on ex-
tremal length. It would be hard to overstate the impact of that method, but until
the book’s publication there were very few places to find a coherent exposition of
the main ideas and applications. Ahlfors credited Arne Beurling as the principal
originator, and with the publication of Beurling’s collected papers [2] one now has
access to some of his own reflections.

Extremal problems are a recurring theme, and this strongly influences the
choices Ahlfors makes throughout the book. Capacity is often discussed in relation
to small point sets in function theory, with implications for existence theorems,
but in that chapter Ahlfors has a different goal, aiming instead for the solution
of a geometric extremal problem on closed subsets of the unit circle. The method
of harmonic measure appeals to the Euclidean geometry of a domain and parts of
its boundary to systematize the use of the maximum principle. Here Ahlfors con-
centrates on two problems, Milloux’s problem, as treated in Beurling’s landmark
thesis, and a precise version of Hadamard’s three circles theorem in a form given by
Teichmüller. Nowhere else is there an accessible version of Teichmüller’s solution.
The chapter on harmonic measure provides only a small sample of a large circle of
ideas, developed more systematically in the recent book [7].

Ahlfors devotes four short chapters to discussions of extremal problems for uni-
valent functions, with focus on Loewner’s parametric method and Schiffer’s varia-
tional method. The material on coefficient estimates is now quite dated, following
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the proof of the Bieberbach conjecture by Louis de Branges [3] and its subsequent
adaptation [6] appealing to the classical form of Loewner’s differential equation.
However, the methods of Loewner and Schiffer have broad applications in geomet-
ric function theory and their relevance is undiminished. More detailed treatments
have since appeared [8,4], but Ahlfors’ overview still brings these ideas to life. In
recent years, Loewner’s method has stepped into the limelight again with Oded
Schramm’s discovery of the stochastic Loewner equation and its connections with
mathematical physics.

The final two chapters give an introduction to Riemann surfaces, with topolog-
ical and analytical background supplied to support a proof of the uniformization
theorem. In the author’s treatment, as in all treatments, the main difficulty is in
the parabolic case. Overall, the reader is encouraged to consult other sources for
more details, for example [5].

We close with Ahlfors’ own words from an address in 1953 at a conference
celebrating the centennial of Riemann’s dissertation [1]:

Geometric function theory of one variable is already a highly
developed branch of mathematics, and it is not one in which
an easily formulated classical problem awaits its solution. On
the contrary it is a field in which the formulation of essential
problems is almost as important as their solution; it is a sub-
ject in which methods and principles are all-important, while an
isolated result, however pretty and however difficult to prove,
carries little weight.

The reader can learn much of this from the present volume. Furthermore, Ahlfors’
remarks came around the time that quasiconformal mappings and, later, Kleinian
groups began to flower, fields in which he was the leader. What a second volume
those topics would have made!

Peter Duren
F. W. Gehring
Brad Osgood
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